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I. INTRODUCTION The 16
nd Asian Games will be held during November 12 th to 27 th , 2010 in Guangzhou, China. This period will catch up with the annual comfortable season. At the same time, with the coming of Asian Games, air quality has been paid attention by more and more people. In this paper, we utilize the idea of multiple attribute decision making (MADM) The vague set, which is a generalization of the concept of a fuzzy set, has been introduced by Gau and Buehrer [1] . Up to date, we are alive to that decision method based on vague set is discussed under vague information environment. However, in the real-life world, the attribute value usually take the form of crisp number in order to statistical simpleness or convenience. How to transform crisp number into vague information and then obtain the order of alternatives in accordance with the order of vague values. It is interesting and important research topic [2] [3] [4] . In order to solve this problem, this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 we briefly describe vague sets and their order relation. Section 3 outlines the interval numbers and their operation, describes MADM and presents the idea that attribute values are transformed from real numbers into interval numbers, then from interval numbers into vague values, and develops an approach to MADM based on vague values. Section 4 provides a practical example to illustrate the developed approach. And finally, we conclude the paper in Section 5.
II. VAGUE SETS AND THEIR ORDER RELATION
Let X = {x 1 , x 2 , ..., x m } be a discourse, then a vague set [1] A in X having the form:
which is characterized by a truth-membership function t A and a false-membership function f A , where
with the condition
The grade of membership of
where w = (w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w n ) T is the weight vector of the vague valuesα j (j = 1, 2, · · · , n), w j ≥ 0, j = 1, 2, · · · , n and n j=1 w j = 1, Ω is the set of all vague values.
T is the weight vector of the vague values, there vague values weighted averaging shown as:
Chen and Tan [6] introduced a score function s of a vague value, which is represented as follows. Letα = [tα, 1 − fα] be a vague value, the score ofα can be evaluated by the score function s shown as:
where s(α) ∈ [−1, 1]. The score of s(α) is directly related to the deviation between tα and fα, i.e., the higher the score s(α) and, thus, the larger the vague valueα.
Later, Hong and Choi [7] defined an accuracy function h h(α) = tα + fα (5) to evaluate the degree of accuracy of the degree of membership of the vague valueα, where
The larger the value of h(α), the higher the degree of accuracy of the vague valuẽ α.
Based on the score function s and the accuracy function h, in the following, we give an order relation between any pair of vague values, which is defined as follows.
be two vague values, s and h be score function and accuracy function, respectively, then
byα <β.
III. INTERVAL NUMBERS AND ALGORITHM BASED ON VAGUE VALUES
Let X = {x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x m } be a discrete set of alternatives, U = {u 1 , u 2 , · · · , u n } be a set of attributes, and
T be the vector of attribute weights, where
T be the weight vector of decision makers, where λ j ≥ 0, 
for the benefit attribute (larger-the-better). , w 2 , · · · , w n ) T , we aggregate all vague values in each line of R using Eq. (2), and obtain overall evaluating value of each alternative as following:
In the following, we apply the above statement to MADM based on vague information. The method involves the following steps:
Step 1. Let X k = (x k ij ) mn be decision matrix of kth (k = 1, 2, · · · , t) decision maker. we aggregate the group decision values {x
Step 2. Utilize the Eq. (7) or Eq. (8) to normalize the
Step 3. Aggregate all normalized evaluating values of alternative with respect to attributes in each line of R using Eq. (2), and overall evaluating values of alternatives Eq.(9) are obtained.
Step 4. Calculate the scores and the accuracy degrees of vague values in Eq. (9) by using Eq. (4) and (5), respectively, and utilize the scores and the accuracy degrees to rank them by Definition 2.
Step 5. Rank all the alternatives x i (i = 1, 2, . . . , m) and select the best one in accordance with the order of vague values in Eq. (9). By
IV. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
Step 2, we can normalize the Table 1-3 into Table 4 -6, respectively.
The weight of attributes is determined according to the Implementing Details for Urban Environmental Comprehensive Treatment and Quantitative Examination during the 11th 
By
Step 4, the order relation of vague valuesx i (i = 12, 13, · · · , 27) is follows: Similar to deal with Table 5 , we have the following: 
